JOIN INVEST!
A NEW JUNIOR FACULTY PROGRAM!
Faculty positions: no postdoc needed!

The Northeastern College of Science is hiring brilliant and diverse faculty.

Our innovative INVEST program is a new approach to faculty hiring. If you are completing your PhD or at an early stage of your postdoc, you may be interested in this accelerated pathway to tenure-track faculty appointments.

> You are interested in an academic career, but concerned about the uncertainty of obtaining a faculty position
> The Northeastern College of Science INVEST Program offers tenure track faculty positions right after the PhD or early during postdoc training
> INVEST includes the optional Northeastern Science Fellows Program, 1-2 years of funded, mentored, independent postdoc experience to ramp up your research program
> Your tenure track position begins before or at completion of the Science Fellows Program

> INVEST faculty are brilliant and diverse, across the demographic of society
  - Junior faculty contribute to important cross-disciplinary research
  - You will make connections with industry, government, and non-profit sectors
> Our tenure process values collaborative research and teamwork
  - You will be Mentored for Success, with personal mentoring teams and group guidance
  - Junior faculty cohorts travel through their careers in supported and collegial ways

To begin an INVEST application, please visit our website!

Tell us who you are!

The College of Science is committed to diversifying our demographics to represent the societies encompassed by Northeastern Global Campuses. Women, racial minorities, individuals with disabilities, veterans, and intersectional individuals are encouraged to apply.
Northeastern University is an innovative, globally-focused academic leader creating and translating knowledge that meets global and societal needs.

WHO IS NORTHEASTERN?

We are an R1 Research University

- Top 50 National University, (US News and World Report)
- $195M in external research awards up 300% since 2006
- 30+ Research Centers and 8 Research Institutes

We attract outstanding, diverse students

- 26% students of color
- 76% incoming freshmen ranked in top 10% of high school class
- 275,000+ alumni in 177 countries

IN THE NORTHEASTERN COLLEGE OF SCIENCE...

- We are committed to a culture of respect where each person is valued for their contribution and belongs
- We are taking action towards equity to build a just, inclusive, and diverse community across the College and Northeastern University
- More than 200 faculty members span 175 labs and research groups
- 6 research departments including Biology, Chemistry and Chemical Biology, Marine and Environmental Sciences, Mathematics, Physics, and Psychology
- Our community is collaborative and creative with an unwavering commitment to excellence

As a Northeastern University faculty member or Science Fellow, you will have access to everything you need to build a vibrant, stellar academic career!

- State of the art equipment and facilities
- A can-do atmosphere, that values innovation
- Mentoring for Success
- Assisted and collaborative research funding
- Groundbreaking tenure and promotion policies
- Competitive salary and benefits

Across a culture of respect and equity, members of the Northeastern College of Science are solving the greatest challenges of our planet, with groundbreaking fundamental and applied research. Our students are educated through research-linked experiential education, and empowered to be confident, entrepreneurial problem-solvers, with flexible skills for a vast set of careers.

Tell us who you are!
To begin an INVEST application, please visit our website!